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DEAD CATS IN HOUSEHOLD SALVAGE

There is an increase in the nixing of "contraries" with waste

paper and kitchen waste put out for salvage by householders, states the

Ministry of Supply, "Contrary" is the term given to all odds and ends

which find their way into collections of paper and kitchen waste.

Here are some of the articles found in waste paper; worn-out boots

and shoes, bones, fire-irons, alarum clocks, broken glass, parts of

bicycles, old door-knobs, broken toys, worn-out silk stockings and rags
of all kinds, hot-water bottles, and dead cats.

The amount of "contraries" received bypaper and board mills is as

much as 10% Valuable labour and tine has to be used in sorting out all

these articles. One piece of undetected metal nay damage machinery plant

as big as a row of cottages, and costing an enormous sum, in addition to

holding up the work of the paper mill.

Special attention is drawn to scouring powder cartons. These

have metal ends which housewives are asked to cut off and put with their

metal salvage. Millions of these pieces of metal find their way into paper

salvage through not being removed from the cartons.

The public is reminded that it is now a legal offence to mix with

waste paper any material or article other than waste paper.

The mixing of "contraries" with kitcken waste is serious. Razor

blades, broken electric lamp bulbs, bottles, broken china, knives and

forks which are not easily replaced, and hundreds of other articles are

frequently found in kitchen waste receptacles.

Kitchen waste is a valuable pig and poultry food, but razor blades

do not make rashers and glass is no use for producing eggs.

The burning* of kitchen waste is also very serious. In many

districts there are strong complaints, and animals are going short of

food. In one case a number of pigs died because of the shortage of

feeding stuff, and thousands of others are on short rations.
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